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Exposed to the world of advertising i
II

and graphic design through a close relati~e:
who was an art director, Arnab Banerji hJd'

L:

access to a large library of design books
and journals at a young age. While he was
initially keen on graphic design and typography, the desire to build something that
he had designed subconsciously guided his
decision to become an architect. Throughout his student years and today, through
his multidisciplinary firm, he has been
able to indulge his interest in communication design and typography.
After acquiring a bachelor's degree in
architecture from the Sushant School of
Art and Architecture, Banerji worked at
Oriole Design (1998-99) and Morphogenesis Architecture Studio (1999-2002).
When the 35-year-old architect started his
practice in Delhi 10 years ago, he was clear
that he wanted to go beyond architecture
design. "I was immensely inspired by Pentagram from London," he recalls. "It was
very interesting for me to consider design
being discussed, debated and practised by
designers from varied disciplines."
Version Absolute Design Studio is a
multidisciplinary design practice that
consults in the fields of architecture and
interior space design and sign design and
wayfinding. Banerji, its principal and
founder, is a registered member of the
Indian Council of Architecture, as well as a
member of the UK Sign Design Society.
An admirer of the work of Architect
Hasmukh C. Patel's HCP Design and Project Management, Banerji is grateful that
he is in a profession where inspiration
abounds. "The Russian constructivism
philosophy greatly captured my imagination with works of Ivan Leonidov and
Vladimir Tatlin," he recalls. As with any
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journey, his references grew to include
the futuristic work by Antonio Sant'Elia,
the Bauhaus movement and the work of
modernists such as Philip Johnson, Le
Corbusier, Richard Neutra, Meis van der
Rohe to the works of Tadao Ando, Fumihiko Maki, Rem Koolhaas (OMA), Frank
Gehry and Calatrava, among others.
Banerji maintains that architecture has
always been an expression of its times.
"An architect is merely a vessel through
which the users' needs are manifested,"
he declares, adding that the quality of the
vessel also plays a huge part in that expression. Agreeing with Frank Lloyd Wright's
statement that every architect must be
an original interpreter of his time, day or
age, he maintains that architecture has
to be evolutionary. "My attempt has been
to design open -ended expressions of the
perceived requirement, allowing for the
occurrence ofthe unknown within the con-
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text in which the solution exists," he says.
The functional aspect of architecture
is integral to Banerji's designs, for he believes that it should better one's quality of
life in some manner. "On a personal front,
I try not to pander to the lowest common
denominator. I try and offer design solutions that will have a longer life than what
is commonly accepted for such a solution,"
discloses the architect, who likes using
locally-sourced stones such as Jaisalmer,
kota, kadappa, slate and sandstone.
Of the current projects undertaken by
Version Absolute, the design of an education institute, he feels, is beginning to take
shape "as our best understanding of all our
collective knowledge and experience so
far." One of their completed projects, the
design for an art gallery, was a success~l
collaboration between the client and the
firm's expression.!lli!I
• Maria Louis

